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Abstract: Peer-to-Peer streaming is an eﬀectual and promising way to dis-
tribute media content. In a mesh-based system, pull method is the conventional
scheduling way. But pull method often suﬀers from long transmission delay. In
this paper, we present a novel sub-stream-oriented low delay scheduling strat-
egy under the push-pull hybrid framework. First the sub-stream scheduling
problem is transformed into the matching problem of the weighted bipartite
graph. Then we present a minimum delay, maximum matching algorithm. Not
only the maximum matching is maintained, but also the transmission delay of
each sub-stream is as low as possible. Simulation result shows that our method
can greatly reduce the transmission delay.
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1 Introduction
The emerging peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have appeared to be the most promising driving
force for video streaming over the Internet. By distributing the workload to a large number of
low-cost computing hosts such as PCs and workstations, one can eliminate the need for a costly
centralized server and at the same time improve the system’s scalability. There are already
commercial products emerging, e.g., PPLive [1], CoolStreaming [3].
Any P2P streaming system consists of two distinct but related components: (i) an Overlay
Con- struction mechanism, and (ii) a Content Scheduling mechanism. To improve the perfor-
mance of P2P streaming systems, many studies focus on the overlay construction. However,
the content scheduling mechanism also has greatly impaction on the performance. Carefully
designed scheduling mechanism could have a better tradeoﬀ among maximum streaming rate,
minimum transmitting delay and control overhead. The overlay construction falls into two cat-
egories: tree(s) and mesh. In the mesh overlay, the pull method which is very similar to that of
Bit-Torrent protocol [2]is widely used. Recent result [5]shows that the protocol of unstructured
mesh overlay outperforms the traditional multi-tree approaches much in many aspects.
Several media content scheduling mechanisms for mesh-based system have been proposed.
CoolStreaming/DONet [3] and Chainsaw [4] proposes pull-based scheduling framework. JM
Li [6] designs a scheduling algorithm to manipulate the order of data blocks to improve the
transmission eﬃciency in P2P streaming system. M Zhang [7] deﬁnes priorities for diﬀerent
blocks according to their rarity property and their emergency property, and tries to maximize
the average priority sum of each node. Based on the traﬃc from each neighbor, a node in
GridMedia [8] subscribes the pushing packets from its neighbors at the end of each time interval.
Pulsar [9] combines push-based operations along a structured overlay with ﬂexibility of pull
operations. LStreaming [10] uses sub-streams in the push-pull streaming system.
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This paper presents an eﬀectual content scheduling strategy which can largely reduce the
content transmission delay meanwhile remaining the main advantage of the pure pull method.
First, the original stream is divided into k sub-streams, and each sub-stream has the same rate.
A node requests one sub-stream instead of one content block from its neighbors. Then the
sub-stream scheduling problem is transformed into the matching problem of weighted bipartite
graph. The well known Hungarian Algorithm which solves the maximum matching problem is
ameliorated. Not only maximum matching is reserved by the new improved algorithm, but also
the transmission delay of each sub-stream is as low as possible. The main diﬀerence between our
scheme and LStreaming is the choice of available neighbors.
The following paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our motivation. In Section
3, we present our algorithm for the sub-stream scheduling problem. Simulation result shows In
Section 4. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 5.
2 Motivation
2.1 Delay analysis of the pull-based scheduling strategy
The main drawback of pull-based scheduling strategy is that content blocks suﬀer from long
delay. Now we give a quantitative analysis showing why this strategy resulting in long transmis-
sion delay. In such system, the media content is divided into equal size blocks, each of which
has a unique sequence number. Every node (including the source node) periodically broadcasts
all of its neighbors a bit vector called Buﬀer Map (BM) which represents the availability of
useful blocks in its buﬀer pool. According to the announcement, each node decides from which
neighbor to ask for which blocks, and periodically sends requests to its neighbors for the desired
blocks. When a neighbor receives the request, it puts the desired blocks into its output queue,
waiting to send out. For the eﬃciency of information exchange, BM and requests will only be
sent periodically so that dozens of packets can be mapped into a single packet. We denote the
interval between two buﬀer map packets or two request packets as T .
Figure 1 shows a typical process that a content block goes from one node to a neighbor. At
the time t1, a fresh block arrives in node A. Because the BM packets will only be sent at the
beginning of each time slot, the useful information will wait until the time t2, when a new time
slot begins. After a period of time td1, at the time t3, the BM packet reaches at node B. Time td1
contains two components: propagation latency and transmit latency. The propagation latency
lies on the length of links between node A and node B, while the transmit latency lies on the
length of packet and the available bandwidth. The width of the shadow represents the transmit
latency. Because the length of BM and request packets is small, we ignore the latency. At the
time t3, node B would make a design whether or not to request the fresh block from node A. As
the same reason, node B sends the request packet at the time t4. At the time t5, node A receives
the request packet, and then it puts the fresh block to the output queue. After a queue delay
tw, the fresh block is sent out. Because the length of content block is large, we can’t ignore the
transmit latency of the packet. At the time t7, the fresh block is received by node B. Now we
can compute the one hop delay, which is the interval between the time t1 and t7. Apparently,
tp and tr are uniform random variable on the length T of time slot, and they are independent.
Their average values are both T=2. We suppose the packet with largest waiting time will be sent
ﬁrst, the blocks before the time t1 reached at node A at the same time slot will be sent before
the fresh block, so the queue delay tw is T - tp. Thus, the average latency t1-delay for one packet
in one hop can be computed as
t1-delay = E[tp + td1 + tr + td2 + tw + td3] =
3T
2
+ 3td +
l
u
(1)
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Where td is the average end-to-end delay, and l is the length of content block, and u is the
average upload bandwidth of nodes.
Figure 1: one hop latency
2.2 Using sub-stream to reduce the one hop latency t1-delay
We can reduce the latency by adopting a shorter cycle T 0, but this will bring in more infor-
mation packets. Meanwhile the three end-to-end delays can’t be avoidable. A naive solution is
that when node A receives the fresh content block, it directly sends it to node B. In this case, the
one hop latency is only td+ lu . But node B may receive repeated blocks from diﬀerent neighbors
under blind packets scheduling. An eﬃcient way is that node A sends speciﬁcally sub-stream(s)
to node B, while other neighbors send another sub-stream(s) to node B. Diﬀerent sub-streams
are not intersected. Node B decides to subscribe which sub-stream from which neighbor, and
requests for sub-stream(s) instead of content block(s). Theoretically, node B requests for sub-
stream(s) only once, and then just waits to receive media content. Figure 2 shows the creation
Figure 2: content blocks in diﬀerent sub-streams Figure 3: the information peerp collects
of sub-streams. The original media content is divided into blocks with equal size, and each block
has a unique sequence number, counting from number 1. Suppose we divide the original stream
into k sub-streams, then what content blocks each sub-stream has is expressly described in ﬁgure
2. Which sub-stream a content block with sequence number m belonging to is determined by
the following function f(m).
f(m) =

m mod k if x mod k 6= 0
k else
(2)
3 Sub-stream Scheduling
In our framework, participating peers adopt gossip protocol to self-organize into unstructured
mesh overlay. In this section, we study the problem of sub-stream scheduling, that is to say a
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node subscribe which sub-stream from which neighbor. We suppose in the initial period, the
node uses pull-based method to get the content blocks. After that, push-based method works.
3.1 Exchanging information
Peers periodically broadcast sub-stream information and available upload bandwidth to
neighbors. The period can be long, because other cases may trigger a node to broadcast the
information or send the information to chosen neighbors. When a node joins the system, all of
its neighbors send information packets to it actively. The information includes the sub-streams
the neighbor can provide {sij}, latency of each sub-stream from the source to the neighbor {hij}
and the available upload bandwidth of the neighbor {ci}. sij =1 presents neighbori can provide
sub- streamj, else sij = 0. hij presents the number of hops of sub- streamj from the source
to neighbori. If sij = 0 then hij = +1. ci is not the real bandwidth, but it presents the multi-
ples of one sub-stream rate. For example, neighbori’s available upload bandwidth can support
transmitting two sub-streams to local node, then ci = 2. After a short period, the local node gets
information from all of its neighbors. Suppose the original stream is divided into 4 sub-streams.
Figure 3 shows the information that peerp collects from all of its neighbors. The information
on the left side of every connection presents the sub-streams neighbors can provide and their
latency starting from the stream source node, while the number on the right side presents how
many sub-streams the neighbor’s available upload bandwidth can support. For example, in ﬁg-
ure 3, neighbor p1 can provide sub-stream 1, 2, 3 respectively, and the corresponding latency is
3, 4, 4 hops respectively. Meanwhile the available bandwidth between p1 and p can support 2
sub-streams.
3.2 Constructing weighted bipartite graph
More than one neighbors can provide the same sub-stream, so we should make a decision
which neighbor is more suitable as a provider for one sub-stream. Here we transform the sub-
stream scheduling problem into the matching problem of weighted bipartite graph. First, we
construct the weighted bipartite graph, according to the information collecting from neighbors.
The weighted bipartite graph can be expressed by a quadruple group G = (X, Y, E, W), where
X presents the set of sub-stream providers, Y presents the set of sub-streams, E presents the set
of connections between X and Y, and W presents set of weight on each connection. There is
at most one connection between any two elements in X and Y respectively. So if a neighbor’s
upload bandwidth can support several sub-streams, we should characterize this situation in our
bipartite graph. Here, we allow same elements to coexist in set X to deal with this situation.
If neighbori’s available upload bandwidth can support c sub-streams, then we copy c same
elements of neighbori into set X. When all neighbors are put into set X, we complete the
construction of set X. Next we build the connections between X and Y. If any element x2 X
can provide sub-stream y2 Y, then a connection element e = (x; y) is added into connection set
E. The corresponding weight of connection e is the hops of sub-stream y from stream source to
provider x. We use the example in ﬁgure 3 to illustrate the construction of weighted bipartite
graph. Neighbor p1’s available upload bandwidth can support 2 sub-streams, so there are 2
p1 elements in the set X, as shown in ﬁgure 4. Neighbor p1 can provide sub-stream 1, 2, 3
respectively, and the corresponding latency is 3, 4, 4 hops respectively. Accordingly, in the
weighted bipartite graph, both of the two provider p1 have connections with sub-stream 1, 2,
3 respectively, and the weight on each connection is 3, 4, 4 respectively. The whole weighted
bipartite graph transformed from ﬁgure 3 is shown in ﬁgure 4. The number on each edge presents
the weight of each edge.
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3.3 Minimum delay, maximum matching algorithm (MDMMA)
After the weighted bipartite graph has been constructed, we try to ﬁnd the best matching.
Here we mainly consider two targets: ﬁrst, more sub-streams should be transmitted in parallel,
because this can make use of peers’ upload bandwidth as much as possible, speeding up the
transmission of the media content; second, hops of each sub-stream from source to the node
should be as little as possible, because this can lead to lower delay. Existent matching algorithms
of bipartite graph only care one of the two targets. In this paper, we enhance the Hungarian
Algorithm which is the well known algorithm to solve the maximum matching of bipartite graph.
The amelioratedHungarian algorithm ﬁrst insures that the matching is the maximummatching,
and then it tries to ﬁnd the lowest latency matching. The algorithm in detail is described in
table 1.
The main changes occur in step 1.2 and step 1.4. In step 1.2, when there are several candidate
"uncheck" providers, we choose the provider whose connected edge has the minimum weight.
In step 1.4, to ﬁnd the augment chain, we start from the vertex whose connected edge has the
minimum weight, making sure that the edge with the lowest weight is put into the matching.
Although the running time of the algorithm is O(n3), n is usually is less than 30, so the peer
can ﬁnd the appropriate neighbors quickly.
Table 1 Min Delay Max Matching Algorithm
Min Delay Max Matching
input G = (X; Y; E;W)
output M
0 set M =  , and set all vertexes in G with no label.
1.1 let S = fx=x 2 X, and exist y 2 Y, (x; y) 2M}. if X=S =  , then ﬁnish;
else label every elements x 2 X=S with "-1" and "uncheck".
1.2 if all x 2 X is checked, ﬁnish;
else choose the "uncheck" xi whose connected edge has the minimum weight.
1.3 if all y 2 fy=y 2 Y, and (xi; y) 2 Eg have been labeled,
then label xi with "checked", goto step 1.2.
1.4 let P = fy=y 2 Y, and (xi; y) 2 E, and y is not labeledg, label all y 2 P with "i".
let Q = fy=y 2 Y, and exist x 2 X; (x; y) 2Mg.
if P=Q 6= , then choose yj 2 P=Q whose connected edge has the minimum weight, goto step 2;
else for every yj 2 P, label xp((xp; yj) 2M) with "j" and "unchecke", label xi with "checked",
goto step 1.2.
2 ﬁnd the augment chain C starting from yj until found x(2 S) with label "-1", M = M C,
cancel labels of all vertex in G, goto step 1.1.
Figure 4: weighted bipartite graph Figure 5: min delay, max matching
The ameliorated Hungarian algorithm is heuristic. It can insure that the matching is
the maximum matching, but it can’t insure that the matching is minimum delay matching
theoretically. Applying the Min Delay Max Matching Algorithm to the weighted bipartite graph
in ﬁgure 4, we get the following matching as shown in ﬁgure 5. According to the result, neighbor
p1 provide sub-stream 1, 2 to peer p, and neighbor p3 provides sub-stream 3, 4 to peer p
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respectively.
3.4 Broadcasting new sub-stream information
When a node decides to subscribe which sub-stream from which neighbor, it sends sub-stream
request to the appointed neighbor. If the neighbor rejects the request, it cuts the matching
connections in the weighted bipartite graph, and ﬁnds another provider with lowest latency. It
requests again until it subscribe the sub-stream successfully or there is no useful connection.
Then it broadcasts the subscribed sub-streams to its neighbors. The hop of each sub-stream in
the information packets is adding the accepted hops by 1. When a neighbor accepts the request,
it sends out the content blocks belonging to the desired sub-stream in the push window. If there
is sub-stream(s) which can’t ﬁnd proper provider, the node should ﬁnd more new neighbors.
3.5 Other discussion
Monitor neighbor’s available upload bandwidth. We measure the interval of con-
secutive packets of the same sub-stream monitor neighbor’s upload bandwidth. If the interval
remains changeless (or change slightly), we suppose the bandwidth of the neighbor is aﬄuent. If
the interval changes greatly, we suppose the bandwidth of the neighbor is deﬁcient. The rational
reason behind this conclusion is that: if the bandwidth is aﬄuent, there will no queue in the
neighbors, little burst will happen, so the interval is changeless; if the bandwidth is deﬁcient,
burst will often happen, which leading to changing intervals.
Request missing blocks from neighbors with aﬄuent bandwidth. Packets in trans-
mission may be lost. When the missing content blocks enter into the pull widow, we request the
block explicitly from the neighbor with aﬄuent available upload bandwidth.
Sub-stream re-scheduling. Due to network dynamics, neighbors’ upload capacity may
ﬂuctuate. When a neighbor is not competent as a sub-stream provider, a new provider should be
chosen. Also we choose the appropriate provider from the neighbors with aﬄuent. The neighbor
who can provide sub-stream with fewer hops has higher priority.
4 Performance Evaluation
4.1 Simulation settings
We use the random model of GT-ITM [11] to generate the underlying topology with 5000
routers. Each link transmitting delay is set with a uniform random variable within [10ms, 100ms].
We randomly choose 2000 routers and connect one peer with one router. A peer randomly selects
10 to 15 other nodes as its neighbors to construct the mesh overlay. We set the playback rate of
the original stream is 512kbps, and divide the stream into 32 sub-streams, each sub-stream with
rate of 16kbps. The size of each content block is 1k bytes. The upload capacity of video source
is 5 Mbps. All peers are assumed to be DSL users with three type of available upload bandwidth
of 1 Mbps, 512 kbps and 256 kbps. These three types of peer represent 15%, 60% and 35% of
the total peers. We suppose peer’s download capacity is inﬁnite. We run the simulation in the
environment of Matlab7.0.
4.2 Simulation result
Here we compare our algorithm MDMMA with the pure pull-based method. We mainly care
about the transmission delay of the stream. Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution function
of the content block transmission delay of the two methods in steady state. We can see that our
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Figure 6: content block transmission delay CDF
algorithm MDMMA reduce the transmission delay greatly. For example, when 90% of the nodes
get the content blocks, it only costs less than 50 seconds in our method, while in the push-based
method, it costs more than 80 seconds. We can conclude that our proposed method is much
better than pure pull-based method in the delay performance.
5 Conclusion
P2P streaming system consists of two components: (i) Overlay Construction Mechanism,
and (ii) Content Scheduling Mechanism. Studies show that mesh-based system is better than
tree-based system especially in high churn rate of node. In this paper, we present new scheduling
mechanism to improve the performance of mesh-based P2P streaming systems. Our contribu-
tion includes two folds: ﬁrst, we transform the sub-stream scheduling problem into the matching
problem of the weighted bipartite graph; second, we present a minimum delay, maximum match-
ing algorithm. Not only the maximum matching is maintained, but also the transmission delay
of each sub-stream is as low as possible. Simulation shows that our method can reduce the
transmission delay greatly.
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